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Come join in the giveaways... Jan 25th
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Strawberry Moss Stitch Blanket
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Hello strangers!

It’s been a while since I posted in this space, but I’m excited to say I’ve 
completed another crochet blanket! It’s a small baby blanket...


3 months ago
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Youth Mental Health Crisis - A Parent's Survival Guide
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It has long been known that New Zealand has the worst youth suicide rate of 
all 41 OECD nations - here in Godzone our young people are struggling. The 
p...
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Dresses I am making for Donation to Foster Kids 
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Cool crowdfunding: Moog Controller, Snap Together Ships, and Electronics 
Kits
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We receive so many pitches for crowdfunding projects. They pour into...
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In which I unexpectedly wallpaper
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I have wallpapered exactly once in my life, when I did the kitchen in our 
old house about 10 years ago, and I didn't enjoy it. When I finished I got 
rid ...
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New News and Good Things
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Loobylu is quiet these days. If you are interested in following along with 
my new adventures, please check out my website at clairerobertson.com and 
my ins...
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 Excitingly Devonport Market now moves onto Windsor Reserve in Devonport 
for our Easter Market. A great day out for all the family with Arts and 
Crafts,...
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I Can’t Believe We’re Back Here Again.
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How many “New Normals” can one city deal with before everyone just throws 
up their hands and says “That’s it, I resign.” Eight years later and we’re 
still ...
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Cardy in multi colours
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Simple little cardigan in multiple colours, V neck with raglan sleeves and 
fastened with 3 buttons.  A diamond panel on each front.  This cardigan can 
be ...
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Spring Seed Swap?
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I had big plans of sharing a late Winter garden update with you all this 
post, full of beautiful pictures of Wintry produce such as peas*(as 
pictured abo...
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Asparagus and pill bugs
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I enjoy hand embroidery every morning.
My daughter and son wake up very early in the morning and I have time to 
enjoy stitching.


A few days ago, I made an...
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Crafternoon Tea Kingsland is back on the 3rd Saturday of each month.
May 19 is coming up fast, make sure to book the date in your calendar.

10 -2 400 New No...
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The Walendar 2017
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It's been a loooooon time between posts.... in fact I forgot I even had a 
blog haha..

I'm back to tell you about this gorgeous new calendar I've created ...
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The final edition
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And so my friends, the hour is upon us... Extra Curricular has made it to 
number 20 (which seems so crazy!) and I've decided to call it a day. 

This fina...
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Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes
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Or just shoulders and knees, really. I think I’ve posted before about my 
shoulder and how I’m waiting for surgery. I’ve been having shoulder issues 
for ove...
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Second chances
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Hello again, if you are still out there that is. I'm amazed if anyone still 
visits here. 
What a lovely summer it's been. I've been far too busy enjoying li...
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Starting as I mean to go on
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New Year's Eve is never very busy in our house. I was in bed by 11pm with a 
book, with hubby in the spa.
We are not totally antisocial, we did make it to a ...
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Tea towel totes
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New to Stitcharooney and available this Saturday at Flinders Street Market. 
I decided it was time to make something of all the very fabulous tea towels 
in...
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aladdin, jr
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*Iago + Jafar*


*Graeboss, MD*
*{Musical Director}*
*+ Squadron*


*front of house*
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Another crosses quilt…
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I had an urgent quilt request from a customer.  A quilt for an 80th 
birthday, to be sent overseas.  So after a quick consult on pattern and 
fabric choices ...
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Mollie Makes Prints
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 I'm usually pretty good at resisting the Mollie Makes Magazine. 
But this month it has seven little prints included and I couldn't help 
myself.
  I knew ...
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Yogya Punya Sejuta Keindahan
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http://redaksikita.com/
http://www.penginapanamanah.com/ 
http://redaksikita.com/game-bloodstroke-terbaru-hadir-di-android/
http://redaksikita.com/bahaya-oba...
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Introducing...
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Miss S (2280g/5lb) and Master T (2770g/6lb2oz), born 12 June at 38 weeks 
exactly.  Both perfect and happy and healthy in every way. We are in love 
with our...
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I haven't been able to blog very much.. at all....
Check out my Facebook page for updates or to shop online click the image 
below
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Hello everyone.

I had hoped to show you a pair of jeans that I made after taking a sewing 
class with Sherry, you know *the* Sherry.  However, I made a few ...
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Spinach Balls Recipe
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Everyone loves Aunt Theresa's spinach balls so I thought I would share her 
recipe with everyone. This will also stop me from asking her for the recipe 
a hu...
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The year so far.....
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My year started out with my oldest daughter being hospitalised because of 
mental health issues.
She has a diagnoses of Aspergers and ADHD. Poor Button. She...
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November Post-poned
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Just to let everyone know that our evening for November has been post-poned 
due to way too much sickness in both our households!

Thanks to everyone that RS...
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Farewell Ribbons and Pom Poms
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I love you, I still love love love packaging but I have little time in my 
life and managing 2 blogs is just not working out.

I will feature packaging on my...
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A big blog post that's long overdue!
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My gosh, it has been well over a month since my last blog post! There has 
been so many changes in my life recently that I literally haven't had the 
time to...
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Brooch | Singleton Sock Monkey #3
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This fantastic little brooch was designed by me for you to embellish your 
favourite item, a bag perhaps or shawl?!

At 5cm in diameter, they're sure to be c...
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Juggling Motherhood
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I'm a faraway brown owl!
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